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Explore the ancient lands of The Lands Between, where the human race is, and start a new life as an
outcast, by starting on a Tarnished soul. Join with others and rise as an outcast, the Tarnished. Band
together to climb the ranks and become a master swordsman, a priest, or a wizard, and unlock a
variety of weapons and skills. - The Battles in the Lands Between You must challenge the 12 Elden
Lords, who rule over the lands, to prove yourself and become their Champion in the Battle Stage.
The promise of becoming an Elden Lord lies in the Region of Tarnished Souls where the Tarnished
are born, and each journey has its own beginning point. The battles in the Wars Between are being
displayed in the Battle Stage, and these give the Prestige for new objectives. Battle Stage All Elden
Lords are gathered in the Battle Stage, to battle it out and finally determine a winner. The War
System may be set in the Game Options screen. Choose from Sword, Shield, Gun, Rune, or Magic.
Battle against other players to enhance your personal stats such as Blood, Muscle, and Skill. Give a
boost to your stats to climb the rankings of your current Ranked Match. Battle between these with
the Plus (+) and Minus (-) buttons. Rank Up your Stats by winning battles and don't fall behind!
Region of Tarnished Souls Once you have completed your objective in the first zone of the
Campaign, you will be guided to the Region of Tarnished Souls. In this region, the Tarnished, who are
defined as human outcasts, are given a lifespan only to fight in the wars between. The Tarnished
who have lived the entire duration of their lives will win fame. Campaign The goal in this game is to
become a Tarnished before you become a Champion, and to climb the ranks in the Battles Between.
The Action Stage is also included in this game, and you can unlock the War stage as well as the
region of Tarnished Souls with the rank up system. As you progress in the game, you will be given
quests, and each quest will give a rating of difficulty. Completing them will grant you experience
points, which will allow you to level up and strengthen your rank. When you log in, a quest is
displayed on the quest list

Elden Ring Features Key:
Easily switch between vertical or horizontal view
A multitude of graphics and colors to choose from
Dozens of characters to create
Free continuous building (no limit)
Creating your own guild and guilds
Player Production Matching (a mini-game to produce items more quickly together)
Never-ending story with sidequests
Successfully completed quests increase in difficulty as new quests are unlocked
Addon system with full extension support (no limit)
Various other customization options

CLASSES

The Berserker: Forceful warrior that leaps into battle as soon as you equip a weapon.
The Champion: A swordsman that is known for its swift and refined moves.
The Archer: Elden lords who set their sights on high-ranking matters of distinction.
The Mage: Master of magic, able to cast spells at the expense of magic points.
The Wizard: A knight who casts magic with the right timing.
The Swordsman: Full customization of the fighter.
The Hunter: A monster-slaying visionary who saves the weak and protects people.
The Fighter: A protector of mankind who is good at both physical and magical attacks.
The Druid: Magic user of the wilderness.
The Caretaker: A beastly man called the Collector who protects the land and listens to the player's
requests.
The Commando: An attack-oriented brawler who relies on protection with high defense and
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intimidate.
The Collector: A beast of the field who collects items to trade.
The Rogue:
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